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To our esteemed colleagues, clients, and friends:
Options Group is pleased to present the 2018/2019 Global Financial Markets Overview and
Compensation Report.
This year, Trade Wars dominated the global financial news cycle, and so became the central theme
of our annual report.
The report includes market overviews, compensation summaries, and detailed year-over-year hiring
trends data, gathered from internal surveys, real hiring data, and publicly available news sources.
Trade Wars
U.S. trade battles with China, Canada, Mexico, and the European Union triggered economic
warnings, which impacted sentiments in the American midterm elections.
Not since the Great Depression has global trade made waves like this. When U.S. President Herbert
Hoover signed the (Smoot-Hawley) Tariff Act of 1930, he raised already-high tariffs on hundreds of
imports. When other countries retaliated, global protectionism followed, worsening the Depression;
it was decades before American trade diplomacy healed.
Is history repeating itself? Only time will tell how this trade war pans out and what its net impact is
on those American businesses caught in the crossfire.
Market Volatility
The year also saw greater market volatility than in 2017.
By mid-October, the S&P 500 saw four times more days where it rose or fell at least 1% than in all of
2017 when it recorded just eight moves of such magnitude.
Market volatility also spiked this year as investors grappled with a number of different factors: A
massive corporate tax cut took effect early this year that boosted corporate earnings, and U.S.
inflation rose and sparked fears that the Federal Reserve will tighten monetary policy much faster
than expected.
Investors weighed how the aforementioned trade war between the U.S. and China, and other key
partners, will impact corporate earnings and the broader global economy.
Political Turmoil
Tensions as a result of globalization were on the rise. In 2018, populism and dissent continued to
spread across the globe with political upsets to incumbent parties throughout Latin America and
Europe, most notably in Brazil, Italy, and Germany.
Privacy & Security
Data privacy transcended “hot button” status and corporations must now establish clear data
privacy plans for customers. Data privacy has also quickly become the central design construct for
any cloud solution going forward.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), enacted by the European Union in May, has had a
far-reaching impact well beyond Europe’s borders. Any organization not in compliance with GDPR
will face heavy fines and potential restrictions to their business practices for continued infractions.
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Workplace Equality
We witnessed organizational change as dignity, equality, and respect in the workplace for all
superseded performance and popularity.
One year ago, New York City passed substantive changes to its equal pay laws. The intent of these
laws was to close gender-based pay gaps and ensure that employers compensate employees fairly,
regardless of gender.
It is our mission to continue to evolve to provide a holistic approach in helping clients navigate
compliantly through these new laws and achieve their human capital acquisition goals.
Vision 2020
To address our clients’ needs, Options Group is moving forward with Vision 2020, our strategy to be
the preeminent talent management firm in the world for our target clients in selected businesses.
By 2020, we aim to be our clients’ go-to firm and clear first choice to help them build a talent base
for winning competitive battles.
In the year ahead, we will be rolling out the following additional client services in our OGiQ division,
in parallel to our traditional recruitment business:
•
•
•
•

OGiP Technology: View and analyze our proprietary intelligence in an interactive manner
QuantMatch: Manage projects on our human capital trading platform
OGAxess: Benefit from enhancements to our daily news aggregator
OGPsynet: Get matched efficiently with top performers using our proprietary
talent assessments

As we head into 2019, Options Group will be monitoring developments closely with our teams in
14 offices across the globe to track how geopolitical events are impacting markets, which in turn
influence the ebb and flow of human capital.
Sincerely,
Mike Karp, Chief Executive Officer
and the Managing Partners
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Data in this report represent the total compensation to be paid to employees at top-tier financial
services institutions. Total compensation is defined as base salary plus cash and non-cash bonuses
awarded for 2018. Compensation offered at industry-leading, mid-sized banks and specialty firms
was also taken into consideration.
Our estimates represent expected annual pay packages for the top 25% of professionals in their
respective roles or specialties, and they exclude the top 1% of compensation ranges. Unless otherwise
noted, estimates are in U.S. dollars ($). We define Tier 1 banks as bulge bracket banks and Tier 2 banks
as non-bulge bracket banks. All figures are compliant with GDPR and NYC compensation laws.
Compensation Tables
These tables are comprised of regions where Options Group has product coverage when current
data is available.
Forecasts incorporate general market conditions from January 1, 2018 to November 3, 2018.
People Moves
These charts intend to present a broad overview of talent migration by product and region based on
data available as of the publication date. Note that the best data has been presented in compliance
with GDPR standards.
Accepted, Rejected, and Counter Offers
These charts intend to provide insights into what attracts a single candidate to move from one
position to another or stay at a current firm, and are based on real case studies. Learning about offer
details advises on how compensation packages and reasons for leaving (or not) can reflect a myriad
of outcomes.

The Options Group 2018/2019 Global Financial Markets Overview and Compensation Report is the
culmination of 12 months of work by more than 175 global consultants and research professionals. It
is intended to help our clients make informed compensation decisions for 2018/2019, and develop
human resource management plans and policies for 2018/2019.
Our proprietary research unit OGiQ captured information on global business performance, key
talent moves, recruitment trends, and compensation practices through its extensive and global
database of more than half a million industry professionals, interviews with senior executives across
the industry, and various other data sources.
This report provides an in-depth analysis of insights and data gathered from internal consultants and
clients, by way of conversations, questionnaires, and internal data analysis tools and strategies. It offers
forward-looking compensation projections by product and geographical region. Percentage changes
in compensation are based on employees’ expectations and Options Group’s perspectives on current
compensation and hiring trends. For “Selected People Moves” and “Offers” charts, data may not be
available in order to comply with New York City’s Salary History Ban Law and GDPR rules by region.
As the year draws to an end and institutions begin the process of allocating bonus pools and 2019
budgets, hiring managers and business unit heads may use these forecasts as a guide to employee
compensation expectations.
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This compensation report is intended for reference purposes only. All compensation tables include
estimated total pay levels for 2018 and include both base salary and bonus. We believe that the
information contained in this publication is dependable, having been procured from primary
and secondary sources through November 3, 2018. The compensation data Options Group
compiled in connection with this report was provided by employees and other stakeholders on an
anonymous and voluntary basis, and Options Group does not maintain, disclose, or have access
to compensation information with respect to individually-identifiable survey participants. Options
Group does not guarantee this compensation report’s accuracy or completeness, and nothing
in this report may be construed as a representation of such a guarantee. In the event that market
conditions change dramatically subsequent to this date, Options Group claims no responsibility
for the accuracy of this information. This report is a single source of data in the overall analysis
of compensation structures and the opinions presented herein are subject to change without
notice. Options Group does not accept any responsibility for liabilities arising from the use of this
document or any of its content. Any reproduction, sale, or distribution of this compensation report is
strictly prohibited.
©2018 Options Group. All rights reserved.
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Since 2016, eight states and cities have passed salary history ban legislation.
Some have gone into effect, while others will be enacted over the next few years. The laws intend to
eliminate the “pay gap,” which suggests that a previous salary history could lead to gender-based
wage discrimination. Each state or municipality has unique provisions to salary history banning laws.1
Effective October 31, 2017, it became illegal for public and private employers of any size in New York
City to ask about an applicant’s salary history during the hiring process, including in advertisements
for positions, on applications, or in interviews. Rather than rely on an applicant’s previous salary,
employers and job applicants can now engage in salary negotiations focused on the applicant’s
qualifications and requirements for the job to set a salary.2
The new law amended the NYC Human Rights Law. Today, it is also considered a discriminatory
practice to search for publicly available records or reports related to salary or rely on the salary
history of an applicant to determine salary at any stage of the employment process, unless
unprompted and provided willingly by the applicant.
The salary history ban law applies to job interviews that occur in New York City, determined by where
the interviewer is located regardless of where the job is located. According to the City Commission,
the law does not apply where an applicant simply resides in New York City, but is interviewed and
will work outside of the city. However, the Commission states that if the employer asks a candidate
about salary history during a job interview that occurs in New York City, even for a job based outside
of the City, the law may apply. The law applies to temporary employees or contractors who are
subsequently offered permanent employment for the same or comparable position. Applicants for
internal transfer or promotion are not protected by the law. The law also generally does not apply to
former employers who disclose information about salary history to the hiring employer.
The penalties for noncompliance are high. The New York City Commission on Human Rights could
impose a civil penalty of up to $125,000 for an unintentional violation and up to $250,000 if the
violation is willful and malicious. An individual who wins a civil lawsuit may recover back pay, front
pay, compensatory damages, and attorney’s fees.
To help prevent you from breaking the law, refer to this chart of what’s allowed and not allowed:

1
2
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“New York City Enacts Salary History Ban Law,” Sterling Talent Solutions, Nov. 10, 2018
“Salary History Questions During Hiring Process are Illegal in NYC,” NYC Human Rights Law, City of New York
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WHAT’S ALLOWED AND NOT ALLOWED UNDER
NEW YORK CITY’S SALARY HISTORY BAN LAW
ALLOWED

NOT ALLOWED

Asking the candidate to justify (based
on skills, training, and experience) her
desired compensation.

Asking about any form of the candidate’s
current or past compensation, including salary
and bonus information.

Discussing and considering the candidate’s
current or former compensation if she
discloses the information voluntarily and
without being prompted.

Using the candidate’s current or past
compensation to decide whether or not to
refer, place, or hire her.

Asking the candidate about her desired or
expected compensation.

Advising or informing clients about the
candidate’s current or past compensation
without the candidate’s consent.

Requesting any objective measure of the
candidate’s productivity such as revenue,
sales, billing, originations, and other reports
that don’t reflect compensation.

Asking third parties (such as current or
former employers or co-workers) about the
candidate’s current or former compensation,
or searching publicly-available sources for
the information.

Asking what competitive offers the candidate
has received.

Asking or otherwise prompting the candidate
if she wishes to voluntarily disclose her current
or former compensation.
Note that these activities may be permissible
if the candidate volunteers the compensation
information without being prompted to do so.

Asking the candidate about any unvested
equity or deferred compensation that
she would forfeit if she resigns, as part
of a broader discussion about her
compensation expectations.
Verifying current or past compensation with
former employers if the candidate already
disclosed her compensation voluntarily and
without being prompted to do so.
Note that sharing the candidate’s compensation
history with clients is likely to be permissible
as long as the candidate already revealed
the information voluntarily and without being
prompted to do so, and the candidate gave
consent to do so.
Note it is recommended that the candidate’s
consent be obtained in writing.
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On January 3, 2018, the revised Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) rolled out — more
than six years after the European Commission considered the proposal to modify it.
The original MiFID was introduced back in 2007 to allow European markets to better compete with
their U.S. counterparts.
As of October 2018, MiFID II remains a legislative framework to regulate financial markets in the
European bloc, improve protections for investors, and restore confidence in the industry after the
financial crisis exposed weaknesses in the system.1
The legislation aims to meet the following goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transparency in markets.
Transparency in costs of trading and investing.
A shift in trading toward structured marketplaces.
Lower-cost market data.
Improved best execution practices.
Ethical and orderly trading behavior within markets.2

One of the more onerous elements of this regulation was the “unbundling” of research, which was
designed to increase transparency in the costs charged by brokers to investors.
In short, brokers could no longer offer analyst reports in exchange for fees generated from trading.
Instead, research must be paid for separately by clients who want more information on a stock
or security.3
There were concerns that such legislation would negatively impact market liquidity. The logic was
that companies that brought in lower trading commissions, by virtue of size or volume traded, would
be dropped from analyst coverage by brokers and lead to illiquidity and potential mispricings in
equities and other securities.
But, so far, this has not been the case.

1
2
3
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“MiFID II,” Investopedia, 2018
“What is MiFID II and how will it affect your firm?” Reuters, 2018
“MiFID II: not all doom and gloom,” Alphaville, Financial Times, Aug. 16, 2018
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In fact, in the first half of the year, the number of forecasts demonstrated by a selection of European
small-caps grew, with earnings-per-share forecasts returning to just below 2013 levels. According to
research from AKRO and re-published by the CFA Institute, there was, in fact, a MiFID II “blip”4:
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And the trend repeated itself for the larger market capitalization of STOXX Europe 600 index:
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“Global Third-Party Research: An Industry in Crisis?” CFA Institute, July 27, 2018
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This was a result of pure and simple productivity. Pundits offered several theories to explain this:
The first was that analysts were terrified to lose their jobs churning out earnings forecasts, and so in
response upped their game in a bid to prove their worth to their firms.
Another explanation was the restructuring of the sellside in anticipation of MiFID II before it even
became law. Brokers knew about the rule change for years. This could perhaps explain the modest
decline in forecasts between 2016 and 2017 across both European indices.
A third reason could be that while European banks were not out of the woods, much of the pain
suffered in 2016 from historically low interest rates was mitigated. For instance, Commerzbank
confirmed that it would start paying a dividend again after shedding 9,600 jobs as part of a
restructuring plan. Improved forecasts may be the beginning of a return to pre-crisis norms.5
Trading volumes can also gauge MiFID II’s effects.
According to research from Union Investment published four weeks after MiFID II came into force,
there was “no material impact on liquidity,” with volumes “good and robust” versus 2017.6 Senior
fixed-income and FX traders reached similar conclusions, according to EuroMoney.7
Yet, the lack of change in volumes and forecasts does not tell the whole story of the buyside and
sellside adapting to a brave new world.
On the buyside (hedge funds and private wealth management), the cost of buying research led to
cost reductions elsewhere in their businesses.8
On the sellside, the legislation had a more drastic effect. Drops in revenues of 30% to 40% proved
fairly accurate.9
The buyside and sellside tried desperately to figure out what constituted chargeable research,
and what did not. Since then, activity returned to normal but a trying fourth quarter was in store as
clients reviewed the first year of spending under the new paradigm.
Boutique research firms, who did not generate cash from trading, also suffered as their affordable
price points came under pressure from big investment banks looking to maintain market share. So,
on the surface, all seems calm. Volumes and research output have so far proved stable. But a deeper
dig reveals there may be more pain yet to come as restructuring and reconfiguring continue.10

5
6
7
8
9
10
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“Commerzbank to cut nearly 10,000 jobs in restructuring,” Financial Times, Sept. 29, 2018
“The first weeks under MiFID II and MiFIR: Buy-side observations,” Union Investment, Feb. 6, 2018
“Traders shrug off Mifid II impact on transparency and liquidity,” EuroMoney, April 5, 2018
“The pain of Mifid II is worth the gain for investment,” Financial Times, Aug. 13, 2018 research
“MiFID II: not all doom and gloom,” Alphaville, Financial Times, Aug. 16, 2018
MiFID II: not all doom and gloom,” Alphaville, Financial Times, Aug. 16, 2018
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OPTIONS GROUP GLOBAL HIRING HEAT MAP
= High Activity
= Moderate Activity
= Mostly Replacement Hires
= No Activity
= Headcount Reductions Likely
SELLSIDE – BANKS, BROKER-DEALERS & BOUTIQUES
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Foreign Exchange
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Emerging Markets
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**
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Risk Management
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BUYSIDE – HEDGE FUNDS, ASSET MANAGERS, PRIVATE EQUITY & PROPRIETARY TRADING FIRMS
US

EMEA

ASIA*

JAPAN
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AUSTRALIA

Investment
Quant/Systematic Trading
Distribution
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Information Technology
Risk Management
*Asia = Hong Kong and Singapore
**Germany

This heat map is intended for reference purposes only. The results are based on the direct feedback,
understanding of market dynamics, and client demands of Options Group consultants in their
respective fields. This map is intended to serve as a directional tool for consideration; it is not to be
relied upon in lieu of the exercise of independent judgment.
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